Is Transdisciplinary Education Engaging the 21st Century Engineering Student?
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Objective evidence shows whether contemporary engineering students are engaged by transdisciplinary education. This is done by first using a diffusion of innovations approach that isolates “transdisciplinary engineering” occurrences on the Internet from occurrences of disciplinary engineering, and then showing trends, forming conclusions, and making recommendations.
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1 Introduction

Basarab Nicholescu, in his paper Methodology of Transdisciplinarity – Levels of Reality, Logic of the Included Middle and Complexity [1], states:


By definition, transdisciplinarity relates across multiple domains concurrently as in Figure 1 from Ertas [3, 4]. This paper shows whether contemporary engineering students, generally in disciplinary engineering domains, are being engaged by transdisciplinary education. The approach taken by the paper uses the degree to which occurrences on the Internet can be used as measure of diffusion and adoption [5, 6] of transdisciplinarity into engineering education. Since occurrences are discoverable by extant search engines (e.g., Google Scholar), a measure of transdisciplinary engagement is the frequency that “transdisciplinary engineering” occurs on the Internet over time. This is similar to the approach used by Roberts [5], Wognum et al. [7], Lee and Burr [8], Stroud [9], and Vanasupa and Thurman [10]. Because “transdisciplinary” integrates multiple domains, the search is carefully performed to isolate “transdisciplinary engineering” occurrences from disciplinary engineering occurrences.
2 Research Methodology

This paper reports the results of time bounded occurrences of terms found on the Internet using Google Scholar. This is a numerical and not an inferential work like that of Adams [11]. It is merely indicative of the degree that transdisciplinary engineering is engaging contemporary engineering students via publications.

Recall that “transdisciplinarity” first appeared in 1970. The Internet occurrences (including patents and citations) returned by Google Scholar for “Transdisciplinary” and “Transdisciplinary Engineering” over five-year intervals beginning in 1970 are shown in Figure 2. Note the log scale in the ordinate.

These data show that cited occurrences increased for both “transdisciplinary” and “transdisciplinary engineering” with a dramatic increase in citations for “transdisciplinary engineering” in the last five-year interval.

Similarly, Figure 3 shows the occurrences for selected “disciplinary” engineering domains Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Industrial Engineering, Petroleum Engineering, Nuclear Engineering, and Computer Engineering in the same intervals over the same period.

In the mainstream disciplines considered over the study period, all but “nuclear engineering” experienced a decline in the number of occurrences at or near the end of the study period, i.e., nearest the present time. This invites the question of whether this is somehow correlated with the “STEM” (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) concern that has the attention of the media, federal and state agencies, and legislative bodies in the United States [12-14] and elsewhere [15-17]. Or is it something else, such as an increase in emphasis on transdisciplinary engineering? Recall that “transdisciplinary” and “transdisciplinary engineering” occurrences, although far smaller in absolute terms, are not experiencing the same decline, though the increase in “transdisciplinary engineering” publications does not account for the apparent decrease in disciplinary publications.

The data show that the occurrences of “transdisciplinary” on the web over time since 1970 have increased slightly more than a factor of almost 200. Occurrences of “transdisciplinary engineering” on the web over
Figure 2: Internet occurrences for “Transdisciplinary” and “Transdisciplinary Engineering” over time since 1970 show increases over the period and that “Transdisciplinary Engineering” increased dramatically in the last five years.

Figure 3: Internet occurrences for disciplinary engineering publications over time since 1970 show an increase over the period but a decrease in almost all of the last five years.
time since 1970 have increased by a factor of almost 500. While occurrences of “transdisciplinary” were about 100 times more than occurrence of “transdisciplinary engineering” at the beginning of the study period (recall that “transdisciplinarity” was first used in 1970), by the end of the study period, the ratio was less than 40. One interpretation is that “transdisciplinary engineering” is further engaging those that publish their work, including students, in ways that are indexed and discoverable on the Internet. Further, disciplinary engineering occurrences increased over the survey period but almost all began to decrease from their peak near the present time. “Transdisciplinary” and “Transdisciplinary Engineering” occurrences increased over the survey period, and continue to increase.

3 Discussion

The trend suggested by the change in occurrences of “transdisciplinary” and “transdisciplinary engineering” over time is positive – “transdisciplinary engineering” occurrences are increasing faster than “transdisciplinary” occurrences and both are continuing to increase compared to most disciplinary occurrences on the Internet over the same time period.

The ATLAS web site home page at “Transdisciplinary Activities” shows a large list of “Transdisciplinary Research Programs” and journals (not all of these are specific to “Transdisciplinary Engineering”).¹ One indication is that “Transdisciplinary Engineering” is becoming more “observable” (leveraging this term from control theory [18]) at least from a web index perspective. A simple way to foster this is to include terms such as “transdisciplinary engineering” in key words and abstracts of papers indexed by journals and discoverable by search engines. This is the “pull” side of publish/subscribe [19].

On the “push” side of publish/subscribe, disciplinary engineering students need to see concrete instances of how Transdisciplinary Engineering can inform and strengthen their practice. How does it directly lead to more responsibility, authority, compensation, employment [20], or something else about which they care? If not directly, then how does it help engineers solve contemporary problems such as better understanding and therefore management of complex systems? For example, in The Value of Transdisciplinary Collaboration in Robotics Education and Research [21], Santamaría shows how transdisciplinary engineering contributes to solving a contemporary problem in robotics through engineering and social science. In Systems Engineering in the Fourth Industrial Revolution [22], contributors Wognum, Mo, and Stjepandić offer applications of transdisciplinary engineering to an online hearing aid service system and a 3D printing licensing system. In Transdisciplinarity for Sustainability: A Unifying Framework for Navigating Transformational Learning Systems [10], Vanasupa and Thurman use a water capture and storage system as a model for an application of transdisciplinary engineering. In Information and the Future of Transdisciplinarity [23], Brenner notes that application of transdisciplinary principles to the engineering improves the common good by constructive contribution to the sustainable development of society through design and construction of devices that better reflect society’s cognitive, social, emotional and informational needs.

A 2016 National Academies Workshop [24] noted “It may be that the traditional boundaries of disciplinary focus – reflected in the undergraduate ‘major’ and the graduate area of concentration – are becoming increasingly blurred, resulting in a need for greater emphasis on interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches to classroom instruction and labs. Institutions of higher education increasingly recognize the need to ensure that students have experiences in multiple disciplines and have the opportunity to work with faculty and other students across many different areas of focus and concentration. Because the workplace of the future may be characterized by an even greater ‘convergence’ of disciplines (and by the need for more STEM-capable workers even among those not in traditional STEM careers), the undergraduate and graduate level experiences for all students increasingly need to reflect this reality as well.”

A 2017 National Academies report [25] denoted engineering research as “Multidisciplinary research primarily focused on technological innovation” and transdisciplinary engineering research as “... research

focused on high-impact societal challenges, exploiting technological convergence and especially bringing in the social sciences as appropriate.”

In his 2018 book Transdisciplinary Systems Engineering, Madni [26] states “Engineering education, which is at the heart of the engineering enterprise, has not kept pace with the needs of the twenty-first-century workforce” and “Unfortunately, engineering education today continues to focus on individual disciplines and narrow technical domains, ignoring the immense potential of cross-disciplinary education enabled by disciplinary convergence. This mindset will clearly need to change if progress is to be made in transforming engineering education.”

In Philosophical Underpinnings of the Transdisciplinary Research Methodology [27] in 2018, McGregor states transdisciplinary researchers (to include transdisciplinary engineering researchers) “would identify any relevant theories (if they exist) to underpin the research, or develop new ones if required, decide on which literature and best practice to review pursuant to the complex problem, and develop a method for sampling, collecting and analyzing data and reporting the integrated, synthesized results”. Emphasis added by the author. Reporting is understood to mean publishing.

A 2019 National Academies Workshop [28] reports “Peer-reviewed journal publication remains a primary currency of success. For convergent efforts that involve interdependent teams, a number of participants identified the need to understand and capture researcher contributions to overall success as part of full authorship lists, rather than simply as first or last author. As with funding proposals, journals may increasingly need to develop a peer review process and review criteria that can accommodate efforts combining multiple fields as part of cutting-edge research, including multiple areas of science, engineering, medicine, and social and behavioral sciences.”

The same workshop further reported: “The same issues of allocating credit on collaborative publications and recognizing the impact of integrative publications outside the primary disciplinary journals used by a researcher apply to the evaluation process for promotion and tenure. Many participants suggested that researchers whose projects cross disciplines deserve a process for obtaining credit when doing so. One participant described the tenure process as a choke point in the academic environment. In general, numerous participants stated a need to be more explicit about what is involved in convergence and which criteria can be used to measure success. How scientists judge other scientists is critical to the culture of the community, and many participants voiced support for reshaping processes for intellectual credit, peer review, and advancement to support convergence. One question for debate is whether to create new kinds of tracks – for instance, team science, transdisciplinary, or convergence-focused tracks – or to change promotion and tenure criteria to encompass a greater variety of career trajectories. If pursued, significant further stakeholder engagement would be necessary to design a convergence tenure track.”

In their 2019 paper To be or Not to be Transdisciplinary, That is the New Question. So, How to be Transdisciplinary? [29], Pasquier and Nicolescu observe that pedagogy needs to be “integrative” and “implicative”: “Integrative means that every form of transmission is useful depending on the moments and the contexts. Implicative signals that pupils are offered situations to become fully actors of the process of their learning.” Here, the contexts and the situation include publication of research results so that all can benefit from research.

In a 2020 National Academies Workshop [30], Shrivastava stated that academics have fragmented conversations in higher education into more than 8,000 different disciplines in the United States alone and more than 15,000 in the world, since scholarly disciplines are defined differently around the world. He suggested not trying to integrate across 8,000 disciplines, which is impossible, but to look at problems on the ground. “What is it that needs to be solved? [Then] bring in the relevant conversations in resolving those issues. That’s what transdisciplinary science tends to do.”

Thus, there is wide agreement that transdisciplinary education is an important augmentation of undergraduate and graduate education in general and engineering education in particular.
Figure 4: Distinctions between disciplinary, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary applications ([31] as referenced in [25]; graphic adapted from Kelly and Burr [8]).

4 Progress

To measure adoption of transdisciplinary engineering education practices, the degrees offered and curricula at three major universities were examined for transdisciplinary engineering content and compared over time to assess the extent of transdisciplinary engineering education.

In 2013, a representative for Texas A&M University (TAMU) in College Station, Texas stated2 “I am happy to indicate that we working on developing an undergraduate multidisciplinary engineering degree for the very near future. The goal is to allow students the flexibility of having breadth in multiple engineering disciplines to have concentrations in areas that require the breadth. We already have in place the graduate multidisciplinary engineering [Ph.D.] degree program, which is administered at the college level.”

Elements of TAMU’s engineering program are explicitly multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary but are not transdisciplinary in the sense shown in Figure 4 [8, 25, 31].

In 2013, “transdisciplinary” did appear in the course descriptions in the catalog, but in conjunction with departments or course offerings in English; Recreation, Park and Tourism Sciences; and Urban Planning, but not engineering. Third, except for two courses on generic directed studies and research, all the courses in the interdisciplinary engineering degree are drawn from traditional disciplinary programs.

In 2020, a similar examination of the course offerings at TAMU revealed just three courses whose descriptions includes the word “transdisciplinary”

TAMU has made progress in integrating transdisciplinary education into its engineering program. For example, university engineering faculty and their students have been more active in conducting transdisciplinary engineering research: in 2019, the National Science Foundation (NSF) made an award for its “Transdisciplinary Research in Principles of Data Science” (TRIPODS) initiative to TAMU. Thus far, no technical reports derived from this funding have been published that include the word “transdisciplinary,” suggesting their publication regime could be more transdisciplinary forward in ways suggested in this paper.

---

2The author earned a BSEE degree from Texas A&M.
In 2014, a representative from Southern Methodist University (SMU) in Dallas, Texas\textsuperscript{3} had this comment regarding transdisciplinary engineering: “We don’t have such a program. We do have a graduate design track in the ME department but not a Transdisciplinary design.”

SMU offered a Ph.D. degree program in Systems Engineering that aimed to achieve the following educational goals:

- “Provide a solid foundation and depth in systems engineering theory and practice.
- Provide breadth across transdisciplinary engineering fields.
- Provide specialized contributions to the Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge through the Doctor of Philosophy dissertation.”

Emphasis added by the author. An examination of the 2013 curricula at this university found the word “transdisciplinary” did not appear, and the course offerings do not appear to be transdisciplinary in the sense shown in Figure 4. For example:

“SYSTEMS INTEGRATION AND TEST. The process of successively synthesizing and validating larger and larger segments of a partitioned system within a controlled and instrumented framework is examined. System integration and test is the structured process of building a complete system from its individual elements and is the final step in the development of a fully functional system.”

This was a reductionist approach \cite{32} and not a transdisciplinary approach.

Five years later, the link to the Ph.D. program in Systems Engineering at SMU that could include transdisciplinary content is absent and the degree offerings no longer include the Systems Engineering Ph.D. program that had transdisciplinary content. This is representative of the continuing challenge facing diffusion of transdisciplinary engineering into engineering education.

Texas Tech University in Lubbock, Texas\textsuperscript{4} in 2016 offered a transdisciplinary track in mechanical engineering that leads to a Ph.D. degree. The 2016 group was the fourth for this notionally four-year Ph.D. degree program that started over a decade earlier. The degree program for this track includes these three courses:

- Transdisciplinary Discovery and Innovation for Engineers
- Transdisciplinary Design Process & Systems Complexity
- Transdisciplinary System Development Lifecycle and Management

This program clearly applies transdisciplinary engineering education.

In the United States in 2020, the Congressional Research Service (CRS) nor the Government Accountability Office (GAO) had relevant publications on transdisciplinary engineering. CRS had no reports that contain the word “transdisciplinary” while GAO had just 8 reports, none on transdisciplinary engineering. This is another avenue for diffusion of transdisciplinary engineering in the United States: further involve government.

Finally, this paper is an extension of work reported in 2016, and considers five additional years of corpora. Over the time elapsed since the prior work, there has been a dramatic increase in the peer reviewed published literature on “transdisciplinary engineering,” indicative of further integration of transdisciplinary engineering into the undergraduate and graduate engineering program of study. But this increase in publication is not uniform across the university engineering education community, leaving further opportunities for advances.

5 Conclusions

In 1999, in his round table discussion paper The Transdisciplinary Evolution of Learning, Nicolescu said \cite{33} “While not a new discipline or a new super-discipline, transdisciplinarity is nourished by disciplinary

\textsuperscript{3}The author earned a MSEE degree at SMU
\textsuperscript{4}The author earned a Ph.D. ME degree from Texas Tech
research; in turn, disciplinary research is clarified by transdisciplinary knowledge in a new, fertile way. In this sense, disciplinary and transdisciplinary research are not antagonistic but complementary” and “The learning places should encourage and stimulate publications which record and analyze the major examples of innovative experience.”

This paper accords with these premises. It shows the diffusion of transdisciplinary engineering into disciplinary engineering education can be measured by the number of publications that include key phrases such as “transdisciplinary engineering.”

Transdisciplinary Engineering is still a small subset of the transdisciplinary publication domain but the rate of increase of “transdisciplinary engineering” occurrences on the Internet is faster than that of “transdisciplinary” occurrences on the Internet.

This trend indicates improving establishment of “transdisciplinary engineering” in general and of transdisciplinary engineering education in particular.

Disciplinary engineering occurrences seem to be decreasing at the present, and this may be an indicator of an underlying “STEM” problem that is not in the scope of this paper.

The endorsement of transdisciplinary engineering in secondary education may be improved by changing way promotion and tenure criteria emphasize transdisciplinary engineering.

Engineering educators should encourage the use of transdisciplinary engineering words in the publications of their research and the research of their students.
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